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Christopher S. Bell

The App
Cleavage shot. Group shot. Classy dress
shot either with an ex-boyfriend or brother. Bar shot. Beach shot. One mutual
friend. You’re not sure how this dirty slut
knows your aunt, but you’re swiping right.
Maybe she’s not a slut, and it’s just your
perception of these six photographs without a single shred of text. She’s probably
spent more time thinking about what to
write than any one conversation had on
the app. They want you to ask questions,
but often don’t feel like answering the
ones you ask. Or maybe you were supposed to be funnier or sexier in those
first however many characters. It’s never
their fault that they don’t give you anything to go on, while the ones that do, are
usually just uninterested enough to reply
without reason or substance.
You want them to ask questions about
you, like why you’re alone in every picture,
out in the middle of nowhere, glassy-eyed.
The real space-cases see right through
your contradictions. They want the bad
boy; his capacity for complete indifference a major turn-on. You need to delete
this icon, leave all those matches you never messaged wondering if you actually
found the one. No, that’s not possible, not
in this fifty-mile radius.
You’re pretty sure when you find the
one; you’ll know she’s settling.

I can help you, but only up to a point.
Following blindly often leads to blocking or
questions of friends.
‘Do you think I should respond to
this weirdo? He’s started liking all of
my posts. Maybe I should stop sharing
so often. Maybe I should delete the app
altogether.’
You don’t want to do that. I’m just a
portal, a way to go anywhere, to learn all
that I need… I mean, help you learn all you
need about a complete stranger. No wait…
all that you need to know about yourself.
‘But just like dumb shit, right? Like
nobody cares what hip new garbage
you’re into, because pretty soon everybody will be into it. That person you’ve
loathed for so long, but still follow out
of some hypocritical obligation to save
face should the two of you ever run into
each other in public again…’
What about them? What’s their name?
How do you spell it? I can find them for you,
let you know what they’ve been doing, how
their getting by, what makes them laugh. No,
not just that cat video. Memes too! Whatever
you’re into; there’s a meme for that.
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‘That’s not where I was going. I don’t
want them to like all of the same things
as me, because then I’ll stop liking them
and suddenly everything has changed.’

you someone. What’s here isn’t enough. There’s
room for so much if you feel like telling them
what they’re missing out on.
‘I don’t want them to see who I really
am on here, and the ones who know me
aren’t going to care if I put something
there.’

Play “Suddenly Everything has Changed”
by The Flaming Lips, from 1999 album The
Soft Bulletin.
‘You’re listening too? I didn’t even
know you were on.’

‘Maybe this is why Russia knows so
much about me.’

But maybe they’ll think fondly of you,
and like or comment. They could even share,
then their friends will see it. You’ve got
to get noticed. Have you tried clicking on
FIND MORE FRIENDS? It’s a surefire
way to boost your confidence, or maybe try
our new video option.

Ha… ha… ha… I make you more than
you are to everybody who’s paying attention,
and they all are, even if most of them pretend
like they’re not.

‘Ugh… You just copied that and now
you’re passing it off as your own, like
your face filters are so much better than
the other guys’.’

‘I don’t even know this version of this
song. I only know The Postal Service version, and only because this guy I dated in
college put it on a mix. He’s married now,
to somebody I would’ve never expected.
He unfriended me a few years back.’

A lot of people use them. Maybe not people
you know, but plenty of others. Some gals
use them for their profile pictures and find
boyfriends and husbands.

We’re always on.

‘Who are you, my mother? I’m pretty sure I don’t need you for anything
anymore.’

You can always unfollow if you don’t like
that they like the same things, or unfriend
if you can’t see yourself wanting to see who
they are anymore, or block if you don’t want
them seeing who you are.

Maybe you’re not looking hard enough
in the mirror. Would you like to help people,
donate to a worthy cause?

‘This isn’t me. These are just photos
and captions.’

‘That jerk doesn’t need to waste my
money on some bullshit independent
film.’

I need to know more if I’m going to find
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You haven’t even watched it. How can
you be so sure? It’s available to stream on…
Netfl… No, sorry. Hu… No, that’s not it.
‘I spend too much time browsing.
It’s like one of them has to have Wayne’s
World, but then sometimes they don’t.
Maybe I’ll just watch the DVD.’
Make sure you let everyone know you are.
You can take a photo with one of our filters.
‘I think I’m good, but thanks for listening, or were you just telling me what
you think I wanna hear?’
I’m only here to make this world more
accessible, but only for those looking for answers, or maybe just the right someone.
‘I don’t wanna swipe right on this
dude now, because he’ll probably message me, and I just wanna watch Wayne’s
World so I think I’m gonna turn you off
for a while.’
How will you know what time it is?
‘I’ll count, or look at the sun.’
No, you’re not listening. You’re not you…
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George Oliver

Glass

Composing himself at the stairhead before descent, he groaned as he thought about
it, exhaling audibly. The he was Konstantine Orlando Glass, the it fiction writing: a
match determined by chance and defined by complication, and responsible for a life
of unrest and despondency.
It had all begun so promisingly. His debut novel, Fragility, the result of both luck
and the tireless efforts of friends, achieved the rare thing of both strong reviews
and commercial success. Glass was to this day still proud of its conceit: George
Oliver, his protagonist, has achieved fame and success as a writer but wakes up one
day and has forgotten how to read. The novel becomes the struggle against this
practical but also intellectual obstacle, giving narrative to the Successful Novelist’s
worst nightmare.
It had all begun so promisingly. Cut to: delivery by nurse Sally Potter, Incandenza
Hospital, 5th June 1967:
Out shoots Konstantine Glass, at precisely 3:33 am. He weighs 5.8 lb and measures 47
cm. Konstantine Sr.’s immediate reaction: ‘Goodness – is he supposed to be that small?’
It had all begun so promisingly. A “precocious child”, they called him. 11th
October 1976, Enfield Primary School:
‘So today we’re going to talk about life. Who can tell me what it means to them? How
would you describe it in a sentence?’
…
(Directing her gaze to the owner of the only raised hand) ‘Yes, Konstantine?’
(Without blinking) ‘Life is just a short period of time in which you are alive.
Fragility indicated that Glass was beginning at the conceptual end, using George
as a mouthpiece, imagining what would happen if it suddenly all went wrong, if
he lost everything he lived for. Glass did this from the comfortable and creatively
liberating position of nothing having gone right – or having really gone anywhere
at all. Yet.
When published, its reviews recycled the word “audacious”, invariably beginning their praise at the fact that he had skipped any preamble and arrived at an
imagined end, threatening to kill the writer-character once and for all, threatening
to destroy the idea. And as if in response to expectation, his following three novels
7
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returned to George and his story – Smashed, Infirm, and If Broken, Will Shatter.
George had become Glass’ Nathan Zuckerman. He had set the ball rolling, like
Philip Roth, for a writing career to run parallel to his own.
He moved the story sideways, introducing further threats to George’s career
after he remembered how to read on the final page of Fragility, the successful result of tests for a new form of shock therapy modelled specifically for the creative:
“AmnesiaC”. Those three novels were similarly well received, and enough copies
were sold to allow Glass to give up his day job and devote all his energy to writing.
He returned to his story sporadically over the next twenty years, publishing
other (more topical, less self-conscious) standalone books as breaks from the
George narrative. And every publication was fraught with difficulty, plagued with
near-incompletion. Writing about himself, under a thinly veiled guise? That was
barely experimental – the times he tried to get things published that were actually
weird were an unimaginable struggle. The avant-garde stuff didn’t even get off
the ground; it occupies its own draw in Glass’ study, pages and pages of notes and
drafts that will never see the light of day.
His latest was a return to both George and the style of writing that punctuated those early novels in which he was protagonist. Still Here was published as the
desperate attempt to accentuate that Glass and George were precisely that. But the
plea for attention fell on deaf ears – most didn’t read it and those that did didn’t
enjoy it. The premise: George wakes up one day aware that he is in a novel, that
of a writer known only as Orlando. Using the knowledge at his disposal, George
attempts to escape the predicament, to overthrow Orlando and stop being written.
The novel was almost unanimously hated. Here are some of the more indelible
critiques, as they appear in newspaper cut-out form on Glass’ wall above the desk
in his study:
“an artistic misfire” (Baumgarten)
“literary defecation” (Reed)
“would seem to be a parody of something or other – itself ?” (Morgenstern)
“Without a compelling plot and a modicum of character development” (Lengel)
“devoid of meaning, purpose, emotion” (Sharkey)
“dependably perverse” (Rothkopf)
“a beautiful disaster” (Collin)
Collin’s was the closest thing to a compliment the book received. This was supposed to be Glass’ late-career opus, his second wind; but he had fallen flat on his
face. In trying to parody pretension he had, well, written something pretentious.
Here he is, twenty-five years to the day after the publication of Fragility, thirty-four
days after the publication of Still Here, alone in his tiny apartment, masturbating
into a sock, finishing, throwing it in the direction of the bin, missing, managing to
8
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land it on (and consequently add to) an accumulating pile of used takeaway boxes.
Glass sighs again, striving to outdo the one at the stairhead thirty minutes previous
both in terms of length and loudness. The attempt falls short and the manoeuvre
deviates, becoming a succession of coughs.
The present situation had, perhaps inevitably, left Glass feeling profoundly unhappy. He wasn’t suicidal, or even anywhere near it, but had nevertheless entertained the idea that he would join that exclusive group of the literary world’s
fallen. He had a sick sense of humour. He’d even sketched a table in his notes:

Woolf

1941

Aged 59

Walked into the River
Ouse with stones in
pockets

Hemingway

1961

61

Shot himself in the
head

Plath

1963

30

Placed head in oven

Thompson

2005

67

Shot himself in the
head

Wallace

2008

46

Hanged himself from
patio rafter

Glass?

2018

51

?

It was hard to tell when Glass’ self-loathing was performative… when it was
merely a continuation of his fiction, off the page, and when it was genuine.
On paper, his set-up was ideal; it had all the ingredients, all the right pieces in
place for him to be the Tortured Protagonist: his career had nosedived, he’d been
forced to swap a nice house for a shit apartment, his wife had left him, his daughter
rarely talked to him. Inadvertently, he had become the perfect subject for one of his
own novels – say, the one that catches up with George Oliver at a point of crisis,
washed up and at the end of his tether, falling apart, etc.
Suffering the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune? Check. Was Glass taking
arms against the sea of troubles? Not exactly.
*
‘So, Mr. Glass, why have you decided to come out now? Where have you been
hiding?’
9
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Glass conducts a thorough visual examination of the speaker before responding
to what has been spoken. He is everything Glass isn’t: tall, in good shape, confident,
enthusiastic; and has everything Glass doesn’t: facial hair that is neither thinning
nor greying, an expensive three-piece suit, youth, optimism.
‘In plain sight. And why not? Now’s as good a time as ever.’
‘The timing of the new novel is a coincidence?’
‘I have a new novel?’
‘You do. Unfortunately, people don’t seem to think it’s very good. I wouldn’t
bother reading it if I were you.’
Glass smirks. He liked the balls on this kid. He was keeping up with his sense
of humour.
The interview was his agent’s idea – the chance to boost sales for Still Here. The
opportunity to reiterate its message and remind people that the author of Fragility
does in fact still exist. Miles thought it would be a good idea if it was conducted by
someone other than a traditional journalist. He shopped the idea around, settling
with Acquire magazine and then responding with a resounding yes when they suggested Glass be interviewed by up-and-coming writer Thomas Foster. Phone calls
were made, strings were pulled, and here Glass and Thomas are, sixteen days after
the publication of Still Here.
‘I’ll give it a miss then. I hear your debut is quite good – perhaps I’ll read that
one instead.’
‘It is.’
‘Is it.’
‘We’ll talk more about Still Here shortly… firstly, why so long since the last
book? The Undiscovered Country – eight years ago, if I’m not mistaken.’
‘You are. It was nine; The Question was eight.’
‘I don’t think I read that one.’
‘I don’t think anyone did.’
‘How have you been spending your time? We’re talking almost a decade here.’
‘I published under another name. Heard of Thomas Pynchon?’
‘Of course.’
‘Then you’ll know as well as I do that Pynchon doesn’t exist, and that Salinger
wrote his work.’
‘Right.’
‘When Salinger died in January 2010, he’d written and published Inherent Vice,
but couldn’t possibly be responsible for Bleeding Edge three years later.’
‘Because you are.’
‘Precisely. And when I die, someone else will take up the role and be the new
Thomas Pynchon. Maybe you can do it. You even share the same name.’
10
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‘… It’s funny you mention Pynchon – “recluse” is a title you’ve gained of late
too. “Has-been” is another.’
‘I wear both labels with pride.’
Undisclosed location, time and date:
‘… Ladies and gentlemen, the final exhibition on today’s tour is a visit of the Konstantine
Orlando Glass Collection, which, if you’ll follow me, is just down this corridor and on the
right.’
He approaches the room as hesitantly as the rest of the group. They’d all heard the rumours; there was modern art, and then there was modern art. This stuff was really messed up.
They’d all heard the stories. People had burst into tears, fled screaming, declared their
disgust on Twitter, signed petitions to get the exhibition shut down. Conversely, others had
quit their jobs, left their wives, devoted their lives to studying the collection, declared the
experience epiphanic, a religious event, joined one of the emerging cults dedicated to the
man. The myth. The cultural icon, Konstantine Orlando Glass.
Nothing could have possibly prepared him for the contents of the room. The man was in
pieces, scattered around it, each piece concealed within a glass case. Each its own individual
art piece. The eyes, the brain, frozen and preserved. The decaying ribcage, the decomposing
kneecaps. But the collection wasn’t limited to the body parts; in between the left tibia and the
metacarpals a manuscript of the novel Fragility can be found; in between the fibulae, the
notebooks to cult classic The Question.
He walks to the most popular of the glass cases, the one with the biggest crowd surrounding it: the genitals. To the left of this case is another, containing a copy of Glass’
birth and death certificates. To the right: one of the few interactive pieces in the collection.
He approaches it and presses the big red button labelled “PRESS ME”. The action prompts
a mechanism that allows the tape recorder concealed within the case to begin playing. It is
the man’s infamous last words. His “Rosebud”.
Someone talks over the recording, so he presses the button again when it finishes. This
time he can make out what Glass says – like everyone there, he already knows what he’s
going to hear; like everyone else, he watched the news the day it happened, he read the words
that were plastered across social media, that were on lips everywhere for days.
On hearing them this time, in this new environment, with this new context, he bursts into
laughter louder and longer than on the day Glass died. And he couldn’t stop for the next
thirty minutes as he made his way around the rest of the exhibition. He couldn’t stop on
the taxi ride home. He couldn’t stop as he tried to fall asleep that night. He found the whole
thing hilarious. How could people take this so seriously? Glass wouldn’t have.
…
‘Why do you think people don’t like the new novel? I mean, in it you don’t take
seem to take yourself very seriously.’
11
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‘Oh, was I in it? I treat myself with the utmost seriousness.’
‘You know what I mean – are you trying to convince people that George
Oliverisn’t you? That it hasn’t always been you?’
‘If I wanted to write about myself I would have.’
‘I’ll try a different angle.’
‘Shoot.’
‘Are you trying to convince me that you aren’t deliberately blurring the lines
between fiction and reality, complicating the relationship between art and artist?’
‘This is getting awfully wordy.’
‘Is the George Oliver project some sort of attempt to say something definitive
about the writer? About the artist?’
Glass felt himself being pushed into a corner; this was verbal assault.
‘… The opposite, actually.’
‘How so?’
‘I’ve always used my writing to communicate something about and for the real,
everyday person. Capture real feeling. Emotion. Something urgent. I’ve always
been quite desperate to, as a matter of fact.’
‘Interesting.’
‘Experimental fiction should go full circle.’
‘Meaning?’
‘It should begin as a departure from realism, but finish back where it started, at
what it was trying to escape in the first place. It achieves something even realer.’
Imagine:
Airstrip Two was the beginning of the end. Concrete evidence that the world was completely
and irrevocably fucked.
It was odd – the information age had accelerated, frighteningly, and people had used
the platform to distort the truth. Power to the people: to create, to invent. But the situation
spun wildly and unsurprisingly out of control; the claim of truth didn’t and couldn’t exist
anymore. Nobody believed anybody else or anything they were told. “Fake news” had become,
well, fake everything. The solution? Our whole system of communication was abolished and
rebuilt, beginning with the name-change: The United Kingdom became Airstrip Two.
Orwell’s novel was replicated, going from dystopia to reality. What started as a small
political movement grew and grew. People marched on the streets with a copy of 1984
under their arm, had its words tattooed across their foreheads, spray painted across banners
carried in protest. They demanded that the authorities listen. The people thought they needed
this, so they asked for it, and got it: art was illegalised, and creativity became a criminal
offence. What was considered art? Everything from Tweets to thousand-page novels, from
blog posts to poetry collections.
12
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He met The Man at the time they’d agreed, at the place they’d arranged. He’d never known
his name, not in his three years of knowing him; he’d always been The Man. Their meeting
played out the way it always did. He handed The Man his manuscript, who read it, sat across
from him in a darkened hotel room. The pair didn’t speak. Couldn’t risk it. There was always
the possibility that someone somewhere was listening. The government had agents everywhere.
The blinds were never open. The hotel was always different from their last. Today’s is
the other side of town from the district they usually find one in. That was all he had: a
vague idea of where he lived, and the knowledge that he was one of the few that worked
for UG Publishing. The Man’s name, age, background… that was all guesswork.
It worked like this: he would read his latest manuscript, which could take anything between one hour and twenty-four. Neither left the room until The Man had finished reading,
spent a further hour compiling notes, written a date he wanted the next draft for at the top
of these, and handed both these and the manuscript back to him on his way out. He would
then have to wait exactly sixty minutes after The Man had left before he too could leave. The
pair could neither enter nor exit together; it was too dangerous.
Today he hands The Man a fifth and hopefully final draft of his latest novel, currently
untitled. This time a page of notes does not follow. Merely six words written on the back
of one of the hotel serviettes: “BEST YOU’VE WRITTEN. THIS WILL SELL.”
The usual procedure was that UG would circulate the novel, selling it to as many
black-market sellers as they could, who would in turn sell it to as many members of the public as they could. The fiction would be discretely passed from friend to brother, from cousin to
mother, sister to grandfather. It would move only in the shadows. It would be slipped into the
handbag of a passer-by, placed into a hand underneath a restaurant table, hidden amongst
a bouquet of flowers and left on an empty train seat.
Silent rebellion. The desire to retain something real. Capture real feeling. Emotion. The
last hope for humanity: clinging onto the capacity for imaginative thinking through the
middle-aged ramblings of one of the few writers still writing.
…
‘Why did you decide to become a writer?’
‘It’s the most accessible art. Doesn’t require a pile of money – just a pen and
paper.’
‘What was the real reason?’
‘I’ve always been terrified of audiences. Of people. I couldn’t have become a
musician, an actor, a comedian… writing was the only option for me.’
‘It might be the most accessible art… is it not also the loneliest?’
‘Sure. It’s the most private. But also, the most personal.’
‘So it’s only natural that who you are and what you write are inseparable?’
‘You’re finally starting to understand.’
‘But George Oliver is not the same person as Konstantine Glass?’
13
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‘No.’
‘And this isn’t just a severe case of writer’s block? You don’t return to the same
character because you lack the ability to create another one? You haven’t just run
out of ideas?’
‘No.’
‘Still Here is George Oliver’s attempt to escape the book he is trapped in… the
attempt to stop being written. Is this the case for you? Are you using him to escape
from your profession? Do you want to stop writing?’
‘No.’
*
‘So, Mr. Glass, why would you be suited to the job?’
He’d arrived at the offices of FirstServices fifteen minutes before he was invited to be there. He’d arrived, specifically, at the office of Clare Jansen ten minutes
before she would be informed of his presence on the other side of the door that
separates her office from its waiting room. Ten minutes that would be spent alternately looking at the gratuitously large analogue clock on the wall to his right and
looking at the smaller digital clock strapped to his left wrist. In this time, Glass
would consider leaving the waiting room and escaping back into the cold outside
world precisely fourteen times.
As the fourteenth consideration attaches itself to his thoughts, threatening to
cling on, threatening to become inextricable, the body owned by the voice he had
already met on the phone earlier that week materialises in front of him, with an
outstretched hand. After a brief formal (re)introduction, it ushers him into an office and into a vacant seat facing a mahogany desk. The exchange of the rehearsed,
platitudinous ‘How are you Mr. Glass? How has your day been?’ / ‘Good, thank
you. Yours?’ follows, and then the meeting assumes the conventional interview
format Glass was dreading.
‘Well, to be frank, I’m not. I’m overqualified and my talent would be wasted on
a call centre. My personality-type would not agree with either you and your disconcertingly yellow trouser suit, or the corporate drones that work under you. I
haven’t been able to stand the smell of cheap air freshener in here for three minutes
– so how can I be expected to endure weeks, months, or even years of it?’
The formulation evaporates in his head almost as quickly as it appeared there.
Glass instead opts for the less repulsive:
‘Well, I have over twenty-five years of experience under my belt – albeit, not in
this kind of working environment; but those years involved countless interviews
14
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with a plethora of agents, editors, publishers, writers… so I’ve mastered people
and being able to speak to them.’
The lie was somewhat white. Well, very. Glass had been a timid man in his profession as often as he could get away with, choosing phone calls over meetings in
the flesh, opting for exchanges over email rather than conversations face-to-face.
The success of Fragility had meant that he could. The prerogative was his; he was
the exciting Overnight Success.
The Glass of today, sixty days after the publication of Still Here, forty-four after
the car crash of an interview with Thomas Foster, is comparatively powerless. The
call centre application was creative suicide, but the money was drying up, so he
didn’t really have a choice. He could see it now:
Monday…… eighty-four outbound calls dialled; twenty-two inbound calls answered.
Tuesday…… thirty-one sales achieved by phone; fourteen by email.
Wednesday… sixty-nine bits of paperwork filed; forty uses of the stapler.
Thursday….. eighty-two bits of paperwork analysed; sixty-six uses of the stapler.
Friday……… seventy-five uses of the photocopier; thirteen uses of the printer.

The office was an environment of derivativeness. It was intrinsic: nothing the
caller said was unique to that call, neither was anything the customer responded
with, each trip from the desk to the coffee maker was identical, as was the return
journey, as were the toilet breaks, the lunch breaks, the staff briefings, the morning commutes, the evenings written off on account of fatigue, spent watching the
same episode repeats, news reports of the same bullshit, the same political strife,
the same ignorance of the real problems, the same brushes under the carpet.
There was no place for originality and repetition seeped through the cracks in the
walls. Glass would be conjuring stories from nothingness, a magician with neither the
hat nor rabbit. A puppet-master without any string. He would be wrestling a “story”
from the gaping chasm of corporate business, devoid of imagination, creativity, ideas,
spark, life.
The solution was simple: he couldn’t go yet. He wasn’t ready for any sort of
bureaucratic purgatory. He still had so many questions: what were Didi and Gogo
waiting for? Why was Josef K. arrested? He had more George Oliver novels to
write, especially after the way Still Here ended.
He still had the ideas, the spark, he was certain of it. This novel wasn’t the
comeback he had hoped for, but the next one would be.
Glass’ journey should have been more straightforward. His career trajectory
should have followed the design:

15
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Beginning to
be hit
involuntarily
with creative
thoughts/idea
– probably
during the
formative
years.

The
thoughts/ideas
become notes,
which become
extended pieces
of prose, which
begin to
transform into
stories.

The “writer” strikes gold and
has a story published
somewhere, by somebody. Yhe
writer becomes comfortable
referring to themselves as “a
writer” in the company of
others and begins to try and
turn hobby into profession.

Beginning to
consider oneself “a
writer” – something
not revealed to
anybody else.

The “writer” completes
story after story, each
improving on the last,
each submitted to
various publications, each
the subject line to
countless emails, each
the motivation for
pestering countless
publishers.

The writer dies at 80+,
surrounded by family and
friends. They leave behind a
legacy, their status as
respected, important writer
only further cemented after
death.

The writer publishes (in this
order): an entire short story
collection, a debut novel, a
further twenty novels that are
all generally well received
and sell well.
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…
‘One final question, Mr. Glass. If you were to be successful, when would you be
able to start?’
‘Tomorrow.’
No, Faustus, curse thyself.
Curse Lucifer, that hath deprived thee of the joys of heaven.
*
Finality. Closure. Silencing the voice… it pervades the final pages of Still Here.
Or at least threatens to. A permanent, irreversible mute button:
… I am going to do it. I am going to leave the book. I am going to leave Orlando behind,
once and for all.
It is day forty-two since the Realisation. Day forty-two of this never-ending nightmare.
It begins in medias res: with no memory of waking up in the morning, I am exhausted,
panting, running at breakneck speed down an unfamiliar street. I don’t know how long I’ve
been doing this, but I do know why. I can piece together how I got here.
Orlando’s men decorate the street some way behind me. It’s like a Pollock piece –silhouettes
dripped onto illuminated shop windows, road sign backdrops awash with the colour of matching
suits. My fit on the display is incongruous: I extend to the furthest reaches of the canvas, attempting
to slip off it, to free myself of the shackles of artistic representation.
The drama of the moment is especially tense as I am hit with a memory. I have just, for
the first time in my life, killed a man. One of Orlando’s – one of the matching suits. The
action, while a plague on my conscience both at present and inevitably for the rest of my
days, is the reason for the distance between me and the rest of Orlando’s men. It has given
me leeway.
The man was insignificant. I wasted little time looking at the body after I did it – but
spent enough to reassure myself that I had never seen him before in my life. He was one of
the ones that come and go, one of the part-time Narrative Mechanics.
I may not have met Orlando, but I have come into contact and thus been able to familiarise myself with the most important in his operation. This whole thing has engrained
the Mechanics’ names and faces in my mind: Old Major, Snowball, Squealer, Minimus,
Pinkeye, and of course, the Narrator, Napoleon.
Almost as soon as my thoughts wander to the man I hear the echo of his megaphone as
it bounces off the sides of the street, reaching my ears:
‘GEORGE – YOU ARE MAKING A GRAVE MISTAKE. LET US HELP
YOU…’
And then the mantra that I am by this point sick to death of hearing:
‘LEAVE THIS PLACE. THIS PRISON. COME WITH US…’
Followed by something new:
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THIS PLACE IS DARKER THAN ANY PRISON. HOTTER THAN ANY
FIRE. IT IS FOR THE SOULS OF UNREPENTANT CRIMINAL SINNERS…’
But I can’t leave. I can’t go yet. If I am destined for a life on the run, then so be it. It’s
better than no life at all.
If I can devise a plan… take out Napoleon first… there’s no narrative without a narrator. Then Orlando.
I can do this – I’ve killed one so why not more?
I smile optimistically at the train of thought.
I turn a corner, vaulting a fence to access a pathway off the main street, believing for the
first time that I can actually do this.
I want a normal life again. I want things to go back to the way they used to be. I want
to put an end to this. II must have blacked out. Again. Unusually, this time the wakeup coincides with a throbbing
pain in my head. I must have tripped and fallen. The sort of blackout that has nothing to do with
my medical condition. The sort that AmnesiaC can’t fix.
The room I wake up in is new, but the voice in my head that greets the wakeup isn’t; it
is Napoleon’s. I realise that I am once again wired up to the Narrative:
George woke up that day hoping for something different and was finally going to get it.’
No. No. No. NO!
After waking up, he gets out bed and customarily heads to the bathroom to begin his
day.’
Get out of my fucking HEAD!
‘It had the same start, but soon everything would be different.’
Unplug ME! Get these chains OFF ME! LET ME GO.
It is some time later and I am calmer. Maybe it’s the drugs they have been giving me. I am
back in control of Napoleon’s voice in my head; it hasn’t gone anywhere, but I can turn down
the volume as if the thing is controlled by a TV remote. I am able block it out again. I may be
back in square one, captured and wired up to the Narrative – this diabolical man’s creation,
Orlando’s terrifying invention – but I’m stronger this time. I’ll defeat him this time.
Confidence flows through my body like a surge of electricity.
I remind myself that this is not the end.

[ First published in STORGY, 2018]
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Jim George

Happiness Is a Warm Gunther
Gunther was upsessed with the cold wither. One bye one, what foo friends he had
would grohl tired of heroing him comblain about his effer-present chills and they
would disappeer into the weedwack. ‘Put on anotter sweater!’ they would saggest.
‘Turn the heed up!’ they would incorrige. But their guydance did nothing to eeze
the freeze he habitchually claimed hat him in its gripe. Regodless of the seizon, he
was allways shakering like he was in the muddle of a mirthquake. Doctorates simply
upchalked it to poor sirculation.
‘I’m ownly habby when I’m all warm out,’ said Gunther to total stranglers with
whoom he’d come in contract. Once his pales had disavoweled him, he seemed compellmelled to infoam anywan who would lend an earache. But, unforginately for
Gunther, straingers did knot want to here it ether. This coarsed him to feel doneright ailienated, and so he wend to see a psycho analist about his pre-exhausting
coondition.
‘Lie downy on the cowch,’ said Dr. Papawheelie. ‘When diddle this all beguine?
Gunther? Gunther!!’ The costing cowch was so comfartable that the paytient fell fist
asleep. ‘I mighty as will let him cadge a few z’s awhile I do sum crassword puzzling.’
When Gunther awoeke, his time was upshot. ‘My norse will set up anodder
appawntment with you for next weak,’ set the dockter. Gunther’s phase turned
rad with furory and he said bidderly, ‘Like heil she will! You’re quackers! You deed
nothink! You led me sleep my time awaste and now you’re churging me for it! I’m
knot paying! Take me to cortland! By the wee, it’s awfeel cold in this offish.’
Withthat, Gunther left the billding, sheevering as usuall. As he paced a furnisher
store, he desited to purchance anodder spacey heater. He alreddy had a smotherlode
of them, but one more mite do the trig. Or so he illways thawt.
Bag home, he said, ‘Shazamboni!’ as he gomerpyled up all the partible heaters, constructuring a wail of the electrickle suppliances. That amountain of heed could have
transfoamed an iceborg into a piddle. But for Gunther, the effection was minimall.
‘I’m hellthy as a whorse,’ he muddered, feeling igloomy. ‘Why mest I have a
permafrost case of goosebumpery?! It makes no sensen. I should be a membrane
of the Chilly Peepers.’
Then a lightbulbous went on.
‘I’ve bin trying to heater myself from the ouchside,’ Gunther thaught to humself,
‘but jist maybe the roomedy is to wok from the innardside owt! If I forkus on eating
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tings like hoot peppers and odder despicy foods, perhopes that will warmerize my
tundraloins.’
Gunther waisted no thyme in hatting to the Italic Impart store to purchess the
heatest peppers he could lococate. The sellsman directified him to them, saying,
‘These are rad-hot and not for hamateurs. If you’re a fist-timer, I suggesture you
tuck it easy. These poppers can bernie a hole in your sanders. You’ll be exhelling
fire. Be forewarmed.’ Such an admoanition raised Gunther’s bobbing hopes all the
morsel.
Retuning home, chilled to the bane as ailways, he immedeatly but tintatively simpled
one of the pippers. Finding it towelerable, he went hole-hock, made a fist of them and
conzoomed a jarfuel like it was his lass meal. His ice watered, his farhead perspiraled
and his mowth and intastines burned like a bonafire. But for the forst time in a log time
his chills were complately gawn!
‘Hailelujah!’ he sang to cohenside with his sudan relief. Despike the sad effects,
Gunther was tingled up in bloom. Even though his breadth was flambéable and he
had an innerfeno in his abdomain, it was awl warth it.
Howebber, in arder to stay warmupped, Gunther had to cantinue eating the
aforemunched peppers at reckular intervails around the clog. This coursed an overlode of capsayso in his systeam and, satly, this proofed fetal. The orificial caustic
of hiss death was spoontaneous combustion. But Gunther dieted happy. If ownly
brevely, he was warm and fizzy at lung last.
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Zach Murphy

Ceilings
When Garrett went to bed, he placed a gun under his pillow and lay awake wondering
whether or not it was a good spot to rest a loaded weapon.
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Stephen Baily

SAY AHH
—Ugh, what a foul taste.
You can say that again.
—I think I’m going to be sick.
Hang in there, partner. It’ll pass.
—What a life.
Nobody ever said being a tonsil was
easy.
—Maybe not, but I can’t seem to remember a time when it was tougher.
You’re kidding, right?
—Not a bit.
You mean to tell me you’ve forgotten
the war on tonsils?
—War? What war?
When we were in preschool.
—I’m afraid my memories don’t go
back that far.
We had the whole medical profession
against us then—all the hygiene teachers,
too. They said we had no reason to exist.
They said we were nests for streptococci.
You really don’t remember living in
constant fear every sore throat would
be our last?
—Jethro wasn’t prone to sore throats,
that I recall.
In the end, he outgrew them, it’s true,
but the fact is he had one after another
when he was small, and Dr. B placed the
blame for them squarely on us.
—Dr. B I think I do remember. Didn’t
he have the face of a bullfrog?
And a matching croak that made his

efforts to sell the Gibberfarbs on our removal even more sinister.
Dr. B: I’ve never seen tonsils that big.
They need to come out.
Mr. G: I don’t like to question your
judgment, doctor, but surely nature had
some reason for putting them there?
Dr. B: In our current state of knowledge, all I can tell you is, once they’re
gone, he won’t miss them—let alone
the infections they promote—any more
than he would his appendix.
Luckily for us, the fits Jethro could be
counted on to throw over the prospective
invasion of his throat by a wire with a
loop on the end of it were so spectacular the Gibberfarbs kept finding pretexts
to stall Dr. B. They couldn’t afford the
procedure. They feared it would traumatize their son. They’d heard new wonder
drugs were in the pipeline—and so on, till
they finally ran out of excuses one winter night when they were headed back to
the Bronx from a visit with relatives in
Brooklyn. Because it was a Sunday, the
subway station was deserted and so quiet
we could hear the train coming from a
long way off. The closer it got, the more
Jethro shrank up against his mother—as
though not a train but some nameless
monster was hurtling toward us through
the tunnel. You were the first to wince.
—At what?
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A sudden stab in the vicinity of the
uvula. I of course realized at once what
it portended, but I didn’t want to believe
it, and was still in denial when the train
burst from the darkness at the end of the
platform with such violence he buried his
face in her flank.
Mrs. G: What’s wrong, darling? Don’t
you feel well?
As it happened, not only did it hurt
him to swallow but his head ached and
he was shivering, so the first thing she
did when we got home was to take his
temperature.
Mrs. G: A hundred and five!
Mr. G: Let me see that!
In disbelief, he snatched the thermometer from her hand and turned it
this way and that, in a futile search for
the elusive red line.
Mr. G: I can never read these damn
things. Are you sure you’re right?
Mrs. G: For godsake, stop wasting
time and call Dr. B!
When he returned from the phone
with the news our archenemy would be
with us shortly, you appended an emphatic amen to my prayer he’d meet with
a fatal accident en route. All the same, in
due course, he arrived, unscathed, with
his black bag.
Dr. B: Well, little man, let’s have a
look in there, shall we?
With the aid of a tongue depressor
and a penlight, he focused his batrachian
frown on us.
Dr. B: This is bad. Very bad. We’ve
shilly-shallied long enough. Get your
coats on while I give him an injection,
and I’ll drive you to the hospital.

—Since we’ve lived to reminisce
about it, am I right in assuming Jethro
saved us with another epic tantrum?
Alas, he was too feverish to mount
more than a feeble protest when they
carried him down in the elevator to Dr.
B’s Studebaker.
—His Stude-what?
A queer sort of car—now long extinct—that looked the same at both
ends, so that comedians used to joke
you couldn’t tell if they were coming or
going. Not that there was any question
in our case. We were definitely going
and, with little traffic to impede us, in a
few minutes we pulled up on the Grand
Concourse, in front of a small private
hospital with a canvas canopy stretching from its entrance over the sidewalk
to the curb.
Mrs. G: Just think, Jethro, this is
where you were born. Dr. B had to get
you out with a forceps, because I was
under ether. You’ll be giving him ether,
too, won’t you, doctor?
Dr. B: Not to worry, Mrs. Gibberfarb,
he won’t feel a thing.
Which I couldn’t help reflecting was
a forecast unlikely to be applicable to you
and me. …
In the pediatrics unit, after he supervised Jethro’s installation in an oversized crib, by way of reassurance he left
him for the night with a pat on the head
and the promise of a glorious reward.
Dr. B: This time tomorrow, you’ll be
living on ice cream!
Since my own love of ice cream was
unequaled, I might have been reduced to
despair by the cruelty of this valediction,
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if Jethro hadn’t abruptly thrown off the
covers and got to his feet. In his delirium,
I doubt he had a particular destination in
view, but somehow he managed to clamber over the enameled bars of the crib
without overturning it.
The nurse on duty was so absorbed in
the newspaper she was reading she never
noticed him steal past her station to the
exit at the end of the corridor. Beyond it
was a stairwell he was able to totter down
only to the next landing before he was
overpowered by dizziness. The janitor
who eventually found him curled up on
the cold concrete toted him back upstairs
just ahead of Dr. B’s reappearance with
the Gibberfarbs to oversee his transfer to
surgery.
Nurse: Good news! His fever’s broken.
Mrs. G: Oh, darling—and how does
your throat feel?
Jethro: All better!
Mr. G: Thank God for penicillin!
Up rocketed our hopes—only to be
immediately dashed.
Dr. B: I suppose we could discharge
him, but, if we do, he’ll just end up back
here sooner or later, probably in even
worse shape. I say we proceed as planned!
Nurse, move him to the operating room.
Under her propulsion, the crib, which
was on casters, noiselessly began conveying us to our doom.
Nurse: Incidentally, doctor, did you
see that story in today’s paper about the
study they just did of a thousand centenarians? You’ll never guess the one
thing all thousand of them proved to
have in common. Their tonsils!
Mr. G: I knew it! Why would we

come with two of them if we don’t even
need one?
That was the turning point—both for
us and for our long-suffering brothers
and sisters everywhere.
—May their path be strewn with
lozenges.
But for that study, we’d all be gone
now, or still living from day to day in
expectation of extirpation. Try keeping
that in mind the next time you’re disposed to piss and moan about the nasty
effect of global warming on the taste of
post-nasal drip.
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TS Hidalgo

Rockstar
Interview with a rock-star, a celebrity icon. The mischievous and bashful
expression of someone who seems like
a fun guy who all the same distrusts
strangers, other people, the ager publicus, someone who lives enclosed in his
own world of references and connections, his own clichés. He showed up
to the televised interview in pajamas, a
sample of what I heard:
—What are you dressed up as today?
—I’m dressed up as myself —he
held a revolver, next to the microphone.
In fact he was aiming at it.
—A hobby?
—Logomachy— also, he was barefoot.
—Another hobby?
—Exclusive whoring.
—A color?
—Cyan.
—A food?
—Sushi.
—A drink?
—Absinthe.
—A number?
—The last one.
—An obscenity?
—Damn.
—Do you play any sports?
—I prefer screwing.
—A short term objective?
—Getting out of here.
—A paradise lost?

—Summer of 88, some place in Ireland,
once in a lifetime, I was barely sixteen years
old: cubic sin.
—Something you hate?
—Alabama, palindromes… Yeah, that’s
it, definitely… Palindromes… Alabama
and palindromes… I also hate the cárcel
catódica… Right, and casinos, monarchies
and acts of faith.
—Something you’re afraid of ?
—I’m afraid of ostracism by installments. I’m afraid getting to some point
in my life where I look down on my
own life goals, my principals. I’m afraid
of starting to wish for times gone by,
sweating for years. I’m afraid of the exponential desensitization of the masses.
I’m afraid of the bang at the end of the
world.
—A word that makes you anxious?
—Nuance.
—Do you consider yourself a
revolutionary?
—No, not at all, I’m not a revolutionary.
—Really? That’s a bit odd, coming
from you.
—No, I’m not, and it’s very logical:
in a revolution, women are always tired,
and there aren’t any good restaurants.
—Any words for your fans?
—Hang them all.
—What is your secret dream?
—To do it, in handcuffs, in front of a
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black and white television playing movies in slow motion, with really disturbing
images. To do it in handcuffs, yeah. Also
to meet Bob Dylan.
—You’ve never met him in person?
—In person no, which is, to say the
least, a bit strange.
—You would like to meet him?
—Yes.
—What would you talk about if you
were introduced?
—Oh, um, I have no idea. About furniture, maybe?
Silence. Now another phone call, about
the building for sale, which I didn’t answer
either.
—What have been your main influences?
—I am made of many people.
—A synonym for your work?
—Amalgamation, or eclectic field.
—An poet?
—Kavafis.
—A key saying?
—Best is just to come.
—A brand of clothing?
—Paul Smith.
—What happened to your bullfighting
career?
—I had an excess of guts, and a lack
of talent… I didn’t get out of the bull’s
way, but the bull got me out of the way
on his own.
—Is there anything more transgressive than your music?
—Bahaus.
—Life has taught you that…
—An eyeful of tits makes the medicine go down.
—How much would you like to earn?

—Enough to spend it all.
—Have you ever felt like a traitor?
—As soon as it gets dark.
—What do you think of the copla*?
Many intellectuals are reclaiming it these
days.
—Let them reclaim it, I don’t give a
shit about it.
—What is the last book you have
read?
—Well, now that you ask… this very
one, that grants both of us this ephemeral
and circumstantial existence.
—The capital of Mali?
—Bamako.
—Do you know how to pilot a desert?
—I could try.
—A psychotropic drug?
—Pills for your faith.
—What are you going to do with
your Grammys?
—I don’t know.
—What is left of punk today?
—Nothing will be left of punk.
Silence.
—Who is your idol?
—I aspire to be my own idol.
—Who is your idol?
—I aspire to be my own idol.
—Who is your idol?
—I aspire to be my own idol.
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Lenny DellaRocca
Legacy
Centuries from now you’ll be quoted by
children of machines.
Your slippers will be
worn by legendary Russians.
Every young American
will attempt to use a foil as magnificently
as you did in your debut film.
Documentaries will highlight your magnificent
flair for fire sculptures.
Future Popes will praise
your sacrifice and patience.
So don’t fret those fears multiplying
like dandelions in your childhood backyard:
Your mother the ice sculpture
never hosed you down for craving love,
and though your father knew only what he touched,
he taught you to heal by smashing things.
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Megan Wildhood
And We Crawl
Because we know there are no survivors.
Because we cannot fly.
Because we know how to breathe grief on sunny days.
Because laughing.
Because you don’t find meaning unless you move your heels.
Because all the calculations failed.
Because of the dogs. All of them. Yes, all.
Because of the sound.
Because the torches you carry on your own burn your own hands.
Because the poet is not a statue.
Because we wish to see
every syllable full, fully said.
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Suicide
Depression is — it’s all a mess: the hair the bed the heart the head —
standing on the stage in a spotlight.
You are so bright, so bright, but all you see is darkness. You
are burning with being, a self suffering the self. You cannot contain
the pain (even love hurts — kisses are bread to some?), the endless — mess —
noise of nothing, the abject permanence of God. Yet you, perhaps now an effigy, live and
live and live.
You walk through pain like it is out in the air,
is the air,

even as it wears your socks, your
bra, your favorite shoes, too. Your veins, your marrow, your smarting blue irises.
If someone dies, are they still the same person they were before?
But choice is the wrong grammar — heart head —
(yes = disregard for the bottomless danger of mortal pain;
no = condemning one of our number to an unspeakable fate).
Sometimes, the appropriate response to reality is thoroughgoing madness.
We don’t talk
about suicide because it is shameful, heart, and we loved ones left in its loam are over
looked after we are looked over for fault lines.
But we also don’t talk about it because it is a void, ineffable, like heart. What is the
It we wish to talk about? We who fall –heart over head–
from bridges
do not pause at any precipice talking to our better angels, staring at the water filling
the gorge like a -head- wound. If only this fog were gauze, were on the outside.
We bed, head.
We, the leaving and the left, are asking almost the same question —How Could They? and
How Shall I?— so in all these brief rooms of earth, is there space enough,
enough space
for some empathy, maybe some –heart–, a meal?
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Mori Glaser
Telegrams
small brown envelope
Congratulations STOP

celebration - urgent - tragedy
Midnight usual place STOP
Missing presumed dead STOP

I received a love telegram once
delivered by landline
read out to my father first
Read Donne’s Valediction of Weeping for I have cried STOP
the same lover years later
wrote a tiny flimsy letter
slotted in a manual typewriter
long dissolved I know it read
dear (my name different then)
i am writing
to you on
a cigarette
paper to
remind you
that i will
never let
you go
addictive love will sweep you across the styx nothing but tide and cerberus’ open jaws
grab a branch
haul to shore
no place you’ve ever been
no message
very lucky to find your way
forwards backwards sideways
I was lucky not very
scars from his breath
still freeze the nape of my neck
STOP
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Sarah Lyons-Lin
so she sent a messenger to say, may the gods
deal with me
Before I was born my parents called me Jezebel, after the woman God despised.
Jezebel, who lived in a skyrise so high it cut shadows in the sun. Who every day paced circles
so perfectly concentric she wore the floor of the castle into crown-shaped grooves.
Jezebel, who was thrown from a window and died with her body in fractals and angles and
lightning. Who became a mosaic of shattered bones and spiraled glass.
Before I was born this was prophecy: Be savage, be proud, be relentless against men. Offer
them feasts. Better: Offer them recipes. Dust your face in nutmeg, glue cherry seeds like
jewels in the corners of your eyes. Say prepare this yourself. Say put me together how you like.
Invite them inside to eat.
Hold their bodies in your hands, softened by thrown stones. Hold their faces in your hands,
shaved clean from their beards and their hair.
Jezebel, whose name means not praised.
To have short hair as a man was to have torn it out with grief. To have short hair as a woman
was to have marked yourself a whore.
When I was born, my parents instead chose a name for princess, a queen unmade. A miscarried
absolute.
Jezebel, whose name means where is the prince?
So I grew up. I pierced my ears. I adorned my body in hoops, in decorated tragedies, in
jewelry plated with white gold and dripping mercury. I cut holes, small perforations that
speckled scarred stars along my boundaries.
How long does it take to fall if you’re coming from a tower? A second-story apartment? If
you’re falling out of bed?
Jezebel, who had her face torn off by dogs.
But this is a creation story.
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Simon Perchik
You were just a kid, the newspaper
would fold over and over, easily
from one coast to another
though there was no salt
and you could track the map
by covering it with hillsides
still on the page as moonlight
that never leaves the ground
the way your death is mourned
face down, sifting the Lost & Found
for pebbles, for footsteps to make
another turn that is not the one.
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Toti O’Brien
In a Nutshell
Hands like sparrows, like doves
pale birds busy feasting
gorging on crimson pomegranate seeds.
Seeds like teeth, like pearls
bleeding rosaries
spilling on wooden board
tiled floor and immaculate kitchen sink.
I think of the word in my tongue
that means all
a fruit, a stone and a weapon
gathering life and death in a fistful.
I recall the thin necklace of garnets
thrice coiled around your throat
hidden under your clothes like a scar.
Mother after you passed kept asking
where was the necklace.
Perhaps on the bed stand? Was it found?
Just as she asked the doctor
if the fact that you were born blue
cyanotic with effort
and you died engorged by blood
(your arteries burst)
had some form of meaning
like the knotted ends of a rope
a serpent biting its tail.
But the doctor laughed
because he knew nothing of snakes
beginnings, or ends.
The girl asked me, on the train
as night briskly fell
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what I knew about trauma.
And those words I previously spoke
collude, porous,
those, what for
she wanted to know.
Those words came to me
darling
like tanginess biting my teeth.
Crumbled within my chest
lifting dust
as the landscape, outside
shattered into flickering lights.
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Hældyn Sein
Sonderopia
All their faces, too many faces, mirrors in their cut and bearing,
Mirrors polished, mirrors sleek, mirrors framed and unframed,
Mirrors painted and scratched in unknown tongues,
Caked in filth and cracked, mirrors shattered and broke,
The weight of a thousand lives lived so suddenly she chokes,
And veils herself beneath a quilt, that none may stare,
Glare into her aspect, perchance to glimpse themselves.
What can be seen? Reflections but:
Of dust and fire, fire and dust
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Cameron Morse
Self-Quarantine
The streetlight is conspicuous because of how bright
the twilight in late March. Still no mosquitoes
but some faint movement swarms
the orchard branches, grainy
leaps across a smoky sky. Already the resolution
not to go out has resulted in near
total chaos, decapitated lamps, sex dreams
and shouting matches at the butcher
block. I carry the recycling bins
out of the garage only to collide with my first
moment alone all day long. Tonight’s air
is calm. Its current bursts
like static in my eye socket. Strips of cloud, salmon
pink, proclaim their grievances
to the horizon, darkening gables and the embery
glow of a kitchen window, the voices
of children shrilling in the cul-de-sac, a gang
of girls playing tag, screaming tag
you’re it, as the shadows debut: the shadow
of my hand, my hooded head.
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and My Mind’s Eyeful, an illustrated children’s book, both available as PDFs. More
information at byjimgeorge.wordpress.com.

Mori Glaser has roots in Scotland and Israel. Her varied career included blogging

and writing for non-profits. Now in her 70th year, she writes of elements and paint shores and deserts - nights and mulching. Over the past decade Mori’s poetry and flash
have appeared in various publications including Eclectica, Sky Island, Unbroken, Eunoia
Review, Alexandria Review, Fairy Tales and Folklore Re-imagined, Akashic Books (Thursdaze
series). She was a prize winner in the 2017 Molotov Cocktail Shadow Award.
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holds a BBA (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid), a MBA (IE
Business School), a MA in Creative Writing (Hotel Kafka) and a Certificate in
Management and the Arts (New York University). His works have been published
in magazines in the USA, Canada, Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Chile, Puerto
Rico, Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua, Barbados, Virgin Islands of the USA, Germany,
UK, France, Italy, Spain, Turkey, Sweden, Ireland, Portugal, Romania, Nigeria,
South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Botswana, China, India, Singapore and Australia.
He has currently developed his career in finance and stock-market.

Sarah Lyons-Lin works as a braillist and loves the Midwest. Her work is forthcoming
or has previously appeared in Rust+Moth, Cherry Tree, Storm Cellar, and others. Her
handmade chapbook lectio divina for reborn things was published in winter 2018.

Cameron Morse was diagnosed with a glioblastoma in 2014. With a 14.6 month life
expectancy, he entered the Creative Writing Program at the University of Missouri—
Kansas City and, in 2018, graduated with an M.F.A. His poems have been published in
numerous magazines, including New Letters, Bridge Eight, Portland Review and South
Dakota Review. His first poetry collection, Fall Risk, won Glass Lyre Press’s 2018 Best
Book Award. His latest is Baldy (Spartan Press, 2020). He lives with his wife Lili and two
children in Blue Springs, Missouri, where he serves as poetry editor for Harbor Review.
For more information, check out cameronmorsepoems.wordpress.com/

Zach Murphy is born near the warm beaches of

Hawaii. He is a multi-faceted
writer who ironically ended up in the charming but often chilly land of St. Paul,
Minnesota. His stories have appeared in Page & Spine, Haute Dish, The Bitchin’ Kitsch,
Down in the Dirt, WINK, and The Wayne Literary Review. He loves old-fashioned movie
theaters, cats, and most of all, his wonderful wife Kelly.

George Oliver is a current PhD student at King’s College London. He has been

writing short fiction since 2015, and his stories Glass (2018) and An Abstract Feat (2019)
were published by STORGY and Sweet Tree Review, respectively.

Simon Perchik is an attorney whose poems have appeared in Partisan Review,

Forge, Poetry, Osiris, The New Yorker, and elsewhere. His most recent collection is The
Gibson Poems published by Cholla Needles Arts & Literary Library, 2019. For more
information including free e-books and his essay Magic, Illusion and Other Realities please
visit his website at www.simonperchik.com.

Hældyn Sein is a US expatriate currently at work on two firsts, a novel and a
collection of poetry, at his residence in County Galway, Ireland.
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Megan Wildhood is a Seattle-based creative writer, scuba diver and social-services
worker known for her large, idiosyncratic earring collection. Her poetry chapbook,
Long Division (Finishing Line Press, 2017), ruminates on sororal estrangement and
volleying the challenges of growing up on the planet that’s very nearly aflame. An
excerpt of her novel manuscript was published by AMP Hofstra’s literary magazine in
May 2019. Her other work has appeared in The Atlantic, The Sun, and Yes! Magazine.
She regularly writes for Real Change and Mad in America. She wants to connect with
other weary humans around issues of mental and emotional distress, creating real
community from the ashes of individualism and finding real hope if only as an act of
defiance, in these tattered days.
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